The First-Ever Business Value Network
Businesses come together for the purpose of creating value—value that is unattainable by
a company operating alone. This shared expectation of value exchange is the foundation of
business relationships, yet until now, these relationships have largely been managed offline
causing value to be left implicit, undefined, and unmeasured.
MetaCX has created the first-ever Business Value Network where companies go to
manage their business relationships. Within the network, value can be defined and shared
between organizations. Companies are able to connect with organizations both upstream
and downstream in their value chain to align on expected outcomes and measure value
delivery over time.

The Meaning of Value
All companies face an imperative to create
more value to be competitive, but what
does that really mean? In business, value
can take on many different forms. MetaCX
helps organizations optimize the creation of
both commercial and social value.
In terms of commercial value, businesses
who join MetaCX are able to connect with
their customers to put value at the center of
the customer experience and continuously
prove value delivery. On the flip side of
the equation, buyers are able to connect
with their vendors to create accountability
and ensure they are receiving the value
promised.

MetaCX’s approach to social value is similar,
but with a slightly different objective. Two
or more companies are able to connect in
the network with the purpose of collectively
achieving specific environmental, social,
and governance outcomes that serve a
greater purpose than revenue performance.
These use cases can be applied across
a wide array of industries—healthcare,
technology, and manufacturing included—
to align organizations on the shared
expectations that sit at the center of their
business relationships.

Aligning on Commercial & Social Value
MetaCX works in a unique way to build and support trust between organizations. For
companies to align on value, there must be a foundation of trust where all stakeholders are
on equal footing in the relationship with respect to data privacy, transparency, and control.
MetaCX is not a system that “is owned by” a single company. Rather, MetaCX is a neutral,
third-party network that any organization can join. All network members are equal and
have full control over who they collaborate with and how their data is used and shared.
Within the network, companies are able to connect through Bridges—co-owned digital
spaces where two or more organizations can come together to collaborate on strategic
initiatives. Each Bridge ensures mutual accountability between partners and creates focus
on the desired outcomes, action plans, and evaluation measures necessary to achieve
shared success.

Monitoring Performance
To measure their own value creation efforts, MetaCX creates a private, secure framework for
all network members to instrument any application, system, or digital endpoint. The platform
can ingest data from any source and normalize it to a time-series based signal that can be
used to track performance against expected value.
Then, to track the exchange of value between companies, partnering organizations can
choose to share select data to a Bridge. Within the co-owned space, individual metrics
combine into a dynamic, comprehensive view of performance toward the achievement of
outcomes and delivery of value.
By providing a neutral space for two or more organizations to share and analyze performance
data, MetaCX eliminates sensitivity to data access and control. This data foundation gives
stakeholders a real-time view into performance with early warning when things aren’t going
as planned.

Standardizing Processes
Organizations that join MetaCX are able to establish a consistent, repeatable process
for value co-creation. Rather than duplicating efforts to manually re-share value
expectations with those in their ecosystem, companies that join the MetaCX network
establish one global identity. By generating a digital twin of their business, a company
can create a standard set of outcomes, action plans, and metrics that can be applied to
an unlimited number of business relationships.
In the coming years, the demand for value-based measurement in business will only
continue to grow. MetaCX can be your partner in developing frameworks for data-driven,
value-based results in all of your business relationships.

Learn more about MetaCX at metacx.com or by contacting info@metacx.com.

